
Gerund

Name: Date: __/__/20__

Try if you cannot remind her of that debt she owes me, and be sure you do
not interfere to prevent her _______________ it.
1.

(pay)paying

Clean tales that all girls will enjoy _______________.2. (read)reading

She did not dare to risk _______________ him.3. (lose)losing

Her bright eyes kept on _______________ to that spot.4. (return)returning

Not good for him to have pleasure and what he chiefly cared about; to try
and put off _______________ the inevitable end of all things, the approach of
death with its stealthy, rustling footsteps.

5.

(feel)
feeling

Things kept on _______________ well for several days.6. (go)going

So the next day we gave up _______________ and travelled the woods
over toward the burned hills.
7.

(call)
calling

Thus the pirates escaped _______________ this occasion.8. (hang on)hanging on

How could she be so foolish as to risk _______________ such a
substance for such a shadow?
9.

(lose)
losing

I can't imagine him _______________ any other view.10. (take)taking

I imagined him _______________ down from the clouds upon his
wretched son, with a countenance of inexpressible horror.
11.

(look)
looking

Could some avoid _______________ it, any more than others could avoid
turning it to a profitable account?
12.

(abuse)
abusing

Would you mind _______________ me to my carriage?13. (help)helping

It was evident that he wished to address me; and I could not avoid
_______________ him without seeming rude.
14.

(encounter)encountering

So I spoke, and I seem to keep on _______________, just as you and
other human beings do.
15.

(speak)
speaking
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I know he enjoyed _______________ them out.16. (bring)bringing

The little fellow obeyed willingly; and I could not resist _______________
him a hearty kiss, notwithstanding his rather dirty face.
17.

(give)
giving

This went on for some time till, one day, the servant who removed the
dish was so overcome with curiosity, that he could not resist
_______________ it off to his own room.

18.

(carry)carrying

I could hardly miss _______________ that time.19. (hit)hitting

But no sooner had they stepped across the fence, than a dark cloud came
down and covered them, and prevented them _______________ whither they
were going.

20.

(see)
seeing
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